Using ICT and PhET to support Inquiry
in Physics Lessons
constructing questions or hypotheses, testing them

PhET is used widely across the physics community,

in the simulation, and then discussing the outcomes

nationally and internationally. It is well regarded, and
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communication and collaboration. This can operate
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independently of the teacher’s intervention.

Summary:
Within an existing CPD course designed to support
both specialist and non specialist physics teachers,
the PhET is used as a vehicle for their own learning
as well as a model for classroom practice with
inquiry potential.

Aims:
This is designed to model good classroom practice as
well as develop their own understanding.

Main activities:
Group work and discussion around a web based
software interface

Narrative:
This session is designed to allow teachers to use
the freedom and flexibility that the PhET software
provides to explore both their own understanding of
the content as well considering ways in which these
tools can be used to support inquiry learning back in
their own classrooms. They will be provided with a
minimum of information and then asked to explore
the tools. To help frame their own inquiry, they
will also have had the key ideas relating to inquiry
based science education presented to them and an
opportunity for them to discuss these.

After they have worked individually or in small
groups, there will be an opportunity to share
reflection and ideas across the group with the aim
that these will be collated and shared within the
group as well as back in the participants’ schools
when they return as you would imagine with any CPD
activity.

End user:
Experienced and novice teachers and
students aged 11-18

Where to find the application:
Most materials are already available on
PhET website

Involved actors:
teacher trainers/CPD leaders and other
teachers
Location:
Training venue as appropriate, may be in
school or out of school

Evaluation parameters:
Teachers complete formal or informal
evaluation questionnaires, and the
course itself is evaluated and assessed
within the network of Science Learning
Centers.

Languages available:
English

Duration:
Likley to be a short sessions of between
45minutes and 70minutes.

By integrating this IBSE ‘module’ within an existing

Optimum number of participants:
up to 20
Additional information or resources:
The PhET website has extensive
resources as well as links to research on
its effectiveness
http://phet.colorado.edu/
Screenshots can be taken from the PhET
site. Some examples below.

CPD event it is hoped that participants will see that
IBSE is not simply an ‘add-on’ and can be effectively
integrated into their own practice without significant
challenge or barrier.
All simulations provide a number of tools for
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explorative work. However, many of them also have
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progressing further. For example, the moving man
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Mapping best practices
with main principles
Building interest in natural science phenomena and explanations:
The simulations create flexibility for exploration without imposing a rigid structure of discovery. They
provide an opportunity for teachers and students to ‘play’ and explore, hopefully stimulating interest in the
phenomena and the underlying explanations.

Activities for gaining knowledge, not for entertainment, nor for simple imitating of results:
By using PhET to model situations, teachers and their students develop an understanding of the rules
which underpin behaviour of the animations, rather than reciting a simple set of facts, or simply undertaking
demonstration practicals.

Building up informed citizens: Students understanding the nature of Science &
Science in society:
By engaging in an inquiry process within the PhET environment, students and their teachers become more
familiar with ideas about the nature of science.

Develop multiple goals:
• understanding big ideas in science including ideas of science, and ideas about science
• scientific capabilities concerned with gathering and using evidence
• scientific attitudes
The nature of the simulations in the PhET website are such that they are based upon the theoretical behaviour
and relationships of variables to each other, and as such are a virtual manifestation of a perfect model of the
relationships. This provides opportunities for students and teachers to explore the nature of models, their value in
science education as well as the limitations they have as a replacement for practical work.

Understanding students’ concepts and learning style about of science phenomena:

Doing science: experimenting, analyzing, interpreting, redefining explanations:
Most PhET tools do not enable the explicit processing of data sets within the simulation. However, some
of them do enable the collection of discrete results, which could be analysed in a supportive similar parallel
environment, such as spreadsheet modelling. This could enable predictions to be made, which could then be
subsequently tested within the simulation and developed where appropriate.

Assessment: formative ~ of students’ learning and the summative ~ of their progress:
There are opportunities for teachers to create and save developed versions of the online tools (e.g.
specific types of electric circuit), and hence the online tools can be tailored to individual needs or to facilitate
exploration of particular questions. This creates a de facto dialogue between teacher and student. Likewise,
working together with the online tools can promote students’ discussion and peer support.

The PhET tools enable exploration of modelled scenarios, from which students can collect data and
make conclusions but the ways in which they do this are not necessarily prescribed (although could be if the
teacher wished). This provides possible multiple routes to understanding that the students can follow.

Relevance of the content to daily life of students:
Many of the simulations model the physics of everyday situations. For example, the motion examples are
all real life contests such as removal men, people running, springs and static electricity involving balloons
and jumpers, all things that they may have encountered in their lives and wondered about.

Cooperation among teachers and with experts:
The structure of the course session, collaboration and follow up sharing and development of ideas is
specifically designed to harvest the variation of experience and skills within the group to generate something
that would not have been possible has they worked individually. The hope is that this will also act to promote
this way of working to the participants who may consider it further.

